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Several extended Rydberg series have been experimentally identified in triply excited states of hollow
lithium, by use of electron spectrometry and synchrotron radiation at the Advanced Light Source.
Energies, partial cross sections, and quantum defects have also been calculated using theR-matrix
approximation. Our results show that the two inner electrons stay in a core-excited state of given
symmetry while the behavior of the third electron is mostly governed by the nuclear potential screened
by the two inner electrons. [S0031-9007(97)03826-X]

PACS numbers: 32.80.Hd, 32.80.Fb, 32.80.Rm
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We present here the first experimental evidence dem
strating the existence of several extended Rydberg
ries in the hollow triply excited states of lithium. Thes
new results, obtained using electron spectrometry and s
chrotron radiation, are supported by our theoretical calc
lations made using theR-matrix approximation. We also
explain why these Rydberg series have not been obser
previously.

The inner shell (K , or 1s) in a hollow atomic or
ionic state is empty. Simultaneous excitation of a
three electrons can create hollow lithium states of t
type n,n0,0n00,00 with n $ 2 [1–5]. A calculation of
some low-lying hollow lithium states in hyperspherica
coordinates has been recently carried out [6] as a s
towards the development of a classification scheme
triply excited states, analogous to thesK , TdA radial
and angular correlation quantum numbers [7,8] used
describe the doubly excited states of helium [9]. F
future understanding an important question is wheth
hollow lithium states exist which can be regarded a
heliumlike doubly excited Li1 terms plus a running
outer electron or is the configuration mixing so gre
that Rydberg states of this type are absent? An ear
experiment [3] measuring the yield of Li1 ions by
photoion spectrometry did not reveal such series featur
In fact, the authors specifically stated [3]“that the
most striking aspect of the ion spectrum is the comple
absence of any identifiable Rydberg series structure
Later measurements taking advantage of the final-st
selectivity of photoelectron spectroscopy [4,5] suggeste
however, that some of the observed structures could
identified as first members of Rydberg series. But the
effect on partial cross sections for photoionization in
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final Li1 ionic states with one vacancy in the1s shell
was very weak and no higher terms of any series we
observed.

We have carried out new theoreticalR-matrix calcu-
lations which predict the existence of eight Rydberg s
ries between 150 and 160 eV, i.e.,1s22s 2S 1 hn !
fs2s2 1Sdnpg2P, fs2s2p 3Pdns or ndg2P, fs2p2 3Pdnpg2P,
fs2p2 1Ddnpg2P, fs2s2p 1Pdns or ndg2P, and fs2p2 3
1Sdnpg2P. In Fig. 1, we show the calculated partia
cross section for photoionization into the1s2, final Li1

FIG. 1. R-matrix calculation of partial cross section fo
photoionization of Li atoms into thes1s2,d1,3L final states of
the Li1 ion.
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ionic states from 150 to 152 eV. The series1s22s 2S !
fs2s2p 3Pdnsg2P is predicted to be the most intense i
this energy region. For the experimental confirmatio
of whether such Rydberg terms exist, a key role of t
calculations was the prediction of which channels th
would autoionize into with a resonantly enhanced sign
A simplified energy-level diagram for Li, Li1, and Li21

is shown in Fig. 2. At excitation energies lower than th
2s2 1S (151.66 eV), then  3 and n  4 terms of the
fs2s2p 3Pdns2Pg series only decay to the singly excite
1sn, states. These decay paths cause interferences
1242
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the direct photoionization route as reported earlier [
However, then $ 5 terms of this series lie above th
2s2 1S excited state of Li1. Excitation energies greate
than this limit sn $ 5d allow both decay to singly and
doubly excited states of the Li1 ion. Decay to the2s2 1S
Li 1 ionic state produces emission of a very low ener
electron. The2s2 1S Li 1 state subsequently decays on
to the ground state of the doubly charged Li21 ion, with
emission of a high-energy (70.63 eV) easily detected e
tron. The probability for direct double Auger decay in t
Li 21 channel is much weaker. The alternative decay p
cesses can be summarized in the following relations:
Li 1: s1sn,d1,3L 1 ´,

Li : 1s22s 2S 1 hn ! fs2s2p 3Pd5sg2P
%
! Li 1: s2s2d1Ss151.66 eVd 1 ´1p1

! Li 21: 1s 2S 1 ´2ss70.63 eVd
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As the photon energy is increased, further doub
excited Li1 intermediate decay states become ava
able. The alternativesK, TdA quantum numbers [7,8]
of the six possible doubly excitedsn, N  2d Li 1

states are2s2 1Ss1, 0d1; 2s2p 3Ps1, 0d1; 2p2 3Ps0, 1d1;
2p2 1Ds1, 0d1; 2s2p 1Ps0, 1d1, and2p2 1Ss21, 0d1. The

FIG. 2. Simplified partial energy-level diagram of Li, Li1,
and Li21.
ly
il-

present experiments provide, for the first time, chann
selective detection of the decay of triply excited stat
of hollow lithium via these intermediate doubly excite
Li 1 states, providing the required sensitivity for detectin
the corresponding Rydberg series terms leading to th
limits. For simplicity we will use the one-electron
notation in the rest of this paper.

The present photoelectron spectrometry measurem
were carried out on the undulator beam line 9.0.1
the Advanced Light Source (ALS) in Berkeley. Th
experimental setup and experimental procedure have b
previously described [4,5]. A spectral resolution
40 meV and an electron resolutionDEyE of 0.4% were
used. The relative partial cross sections were put
an absolute scale by normalization to the measu
photoabsorption cross section [10]. Details about o
R-matrix calculations have been also given elsewhere

In our experiment, we measured the intensity of t
high-energy electronś2s as a function of the photon en
ergy. Since the radiative decay of a light element like
is very weak compared to autoionization, the partial cro
section measured from the second step of the autoion
tion process is essentially the cross section for photoio
zation into the2s2 1S Li 1 final ionic state. We show in
Fig. 3 the results of our measurements over the excitat
energy range of thefs2s2p 3Pdnsg2P series. The experi-
mental data are shown in the upper part and our c
voluted R-matrix calculations in the lower part of the
figure. We present the variation of the partial cross s
tions, for photoionization into the singly excited leve
1s2s 3S (upper curve, left scale) and the doubly excite
level2s2 1S (lower curve, right scale) Li1 states. Autoion-
ization of then  3 andn  4 terms into Li1 f1s2s 3Sg
has only a weak effect on the corresponding partial cr
section, as expected from ourab initio calculations and
suggested by our earlier measurements [5]. Forn $ 5
the excitation energy of the2s2 1S ionization limit is ex-
ceeded and well resolved electron lines are observed in
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FIG. 3. Upper panel: measured values of partial cross sect
for photoionization of1s22s 2S Li atoms into 1s2s 3S (upper
curve, left scale) and2s2 1S (lower curve, right scale) Li1

ionic states. Lower panel: results of our convolutedR-matrix
calculations for the same partial cross sections as in the up
panel.

channel with intensities decreasing with increasingn;
Rydberg states withn extending up to 8 are clearly
evident. Particularly noteworthy is the contrast of t
resonant Rydberg series when detected in the2s2 1S chan-
nel; the extremely low associated background ensures
they are strongly evident despite the fact that the par
cross section at the top of the most intense resonanc
less than 15 kb. The regular intensity behavior of the o
served Rydberg series implies that the relaxation proc
which leads to ionization of the outer electron does not
pend much on the runningn, orbital. The partial cross
section for photoionization into the1s2s 3S is many times
greaters.200 kbd; nevertheless the Rydbergs are bare
noticeable in this channel due to the large continuum a
ing from the direct nonresonant photoionization proce
These considerations explain why such an extended R
berg series was not observed in previous photoioniza
experiments detecting the ion yield in the Li1 channel.
They should, however, be observable in the Li21 chan-
nel, especially between 151.66 eV (energy of the2s2 1S
threshold) and 152.41 eV (2s2p 3P Li 1 threshold): In this
energy region, photoion [11] and photoelectron spectrom
tries should give the same results if one neglects the w
direct double photoionization process. We show in t
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lower part of Fig. 3 the results of ourR-matrix calculations
for the same partial cross sections. The length and velo
forms cannot be distinguished within the scale of the fi
ure. There is excellent qualitative agreement between
experimental and theoretical data, as was already obse
for photoionization into many of the1sn, 1,3L states of
Li 1 ions [5].

We show in Fig. 4 a second example of a Rydbe
series to further illustrate the quality of the experime
tal data and to demonstrate that extended Rydberg
ries are a general feature of hollow lithium states
least with N  2). According to our calculations and
to preliminary data [12], the energies of the membe
of the 1s22s 1 hn ! fs2p2 1Sdnpg2P series lie between
156 and 159 eV, converging to the doubly excited ioniz
tion limit 2p2 1S at 159.16 (2) eV. We show the partia
cross sections for decay of this series via the2p2 1D (up-
per panel) and2s2p 1P (lower panel) doubly excited Li1

states, both of which lie lower in energy than then  3
member of the triply excited Rydberg series. In both pa
els the results of ourR-matrix calculations are shown a
solid lines, after convolution with the experimental spe
tral resolution. They are in good agreement with the e
perimental data. It should be noted in this case that
theoretical cross sections are lower than the experim
tal values. The profiles of the cross section are predo
nantly symmetric and Lorentzian in the2p2 1D channel,
suggesting that the interference between the direct
resonant paths is weak in this channel. The relaxation p
cesses leading to decay in these two channels (2p2 1D and
2s2p 1P) are different; core relaxation is required for th
decay to the2s2p 1P, whereas a coupling change suffic
for decay to the2p2 1D.

FIG. 4. Upper and lower panels show the experimental a
convolutedR-matrix (solid line) results for photoionization o
1s22s 2S Li atoms into the2p2 1D and2s2p 1P ionic states of
the Li1 ion, respectively.
1243
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TABLE I. Energies (in eV) and quantum defectsd of mem-
bers of the1s22s 2S 1 hn ! fs2s2p 3Pdnsg2P Rydberg series.
The uncertainty in the experimental energies is60.02 eV.

En seVd d

n Experiment R-matrix Experiment R-matrix

3a 149.95b 149.69 0.65(2) 0.66
4 151.22b 150.95 0.62(3) 0.67
5 151.68 151.46 0.68(3) 0.65
6 151.92 151.71 0.73(5) 0.62
7 152.06 151.85 0.77(6) 0.58
8 152.15 151.93 0.77(8) 0.62
` 152.41 152.18

aThe lowest term of this series should be2s22p 2P at
142.25 eV. However, this state is so strongly perturbed that
cannot be considered as part of the Rydberg series. (The ca
culated quantum defect would be 0.84.)
b Average from Refs. [2] and [5].

We present in Tables I and II our measured values f
the energies of the various terms of thefs2s2p 3Pdnsg2P
and fs2p2 1Sdnpg2P Rydberg series, respectively, to-
gether with the results of our calculations. For th
fs2s2p 3Pdnsg2P series the energies of then  3 and
n  4 terms were previously determined [5] from mea
surements into the1s2p 1,3P and 1s4, 1,3L channels.
The calculated energies of then terms of this series are
all lower by about 0.2 eV and the absolute values of th
calculated partial cross sections are again slightly high
than the experimental results, as was previously the ca
for the main hollow-lithium states [5]. (One should keep
in mind, however, that the accuracy of the photoabsorptio
measurements is not better than 25%.) We also det
mined the quantum defects for the series and compar
them with the results of ourR-matrix calculations as
shown in the right part of Table I. Agreement betwee
experimental and theoretical data is excellent for the fir
three terms. For the higher terms, the theoretical resu
seem to decrease slightly while the experimental da
increase slightly; the error bars, however, are much larg
for these states. The experimental and theoretical valu

TABLE II. Energies (in eV) and quantum defectsd of mem-
bers of the1s22s 2S 1 hn ! fs2p2 1Sdnpg2P Rydberg series.
The uncertainty in the experimental energies is60.02 eV.

En seVd d

n Experiment R-matrix Experiment R-matrix

3a 156.97 156.97 0.51(1) 0.52
4 158.05 158.06 0.50(2) 0.52
5 158.50 158.51 0.46(3) 0.49
6 158.71 158.73 0.49(4) 0.50
7 158.84 158.86 0.48(6) 0.48
` 159.16 159.18

aThe lowest term of this series should be2p3 2P at
148.7 eV. However, this state is so strongly perturbed that
cannot be considered as part of the Rydberg series. (The c
culated quantum defect would be 0.82.)
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of energies and quantum defects for thefs2p2 1Sdnpg2P
Rydberg series (Table II) are in excellent agreement. Th
numbers for the quantum defects are remarkably consta
throughout the series. Its absolute value for this serie
is smaller than that for thefs2s2p 3Pdnsg2P series as
expected, since the orbital of annp electron penetrates the
two core-excited electrons less than does anns electron.

To conclude, we have definitely demonstrated tha
many of the hollow states of atomic lithium can be
classified into extended Rydberg series. The prese
results confirm that these hollow states can be considere
to be formed of two core-excited inner electrons strongly
bonded together in a given symmetry while the third
electron behaves like a quasihydrogenic electron, eve
though in the triply excited states the one-electron orbital
are modified by the strong perturbation introduced in the
atom by the absence of electrons in the1s inner shell.
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